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This book discusses a topic that is among the central questions of software development. Therefore, we must position ourselves in that area to justify our right to express our opinion on that topic. Saying “we” implies at least one person in the co-author group. We have worked for several years in software development using various languages and development environments. We did this in large, medium, and small companies, as well as individually. We took part in projects in different positions as programmers, project leaders, managers, or consultants. We know software from the university perspective as a scientific and teaching subject. Hence, we have experienced software from several perspectives. We regularly read books and journals ranging from IEEE journals to very simple marketingcontrolled papers. This experience allows us to have a well-established opinion, which is independent of any pressure of specific professional circumstances. For instance, I have a rather bad opinion about BASIC but some co-authors did a good job with Visual Basic and see it in a better light than I; thus, we managed to find a compromise view about that issue.

Modeling Software with Finite State Machines: A Practical Approach explains how to apply finite state machines to software development. It provides a critical analysis of using finite state machines as a foundation for executable specifications to reduce software development effort and improve quality. It discusses the design of a state machine and of a system of state machines. It also presents a detailed analysis of development issues relating to behavior modeling with design examples and design rules for using finite state machines. This text demonstrates the implementation of these concepts using StateWORKS software and introduces the basic components of this software.
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Succeed at IQ Tests: Improve Your Numerical, Verbal and Spatial Reasoning SkillsKogan Page, 2008
Intelligence quotient (IQ) is an age-related measure of intelligence and is defined as 100 times the mental age. The word ‘quotient’ means the result of dividing one quantity by another, and intelligence can be defined as mental ability or quickness of mind.

An intelligence test (IQ test) is, by definition, any test that...
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RibbonX For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Includes coding examples and sample conversion programs!
    

    Create VBA, VB.NET, and C# custom applications with this radical new interface    

    Are you ready to tackle RibbonX? This friendly, plain-English guide gives you the tips and techniques you need to design and implement Ribbon...
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Freedoms, Fragility and Job Creation: Perspectives from Jammu and Kashmir, India (SpringerBriefs in Political Science)Springer, 2018

	This book argues that inequality of basic freedoms?economic, political, sociocultural?is a central cause of fragility and challenge to job creation in fragile geopolitical situations. ?It is based on extensive official data and stakeholder interactions in the conflict-ridden Indian border state of Jammu and Kashmir, and involves a case...
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Apache Solr High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2014

	In setting up Apache Solr, you'll want to ensure it's achieving optimum search results with maximum efficiency. This book shows you just how to achieve that with a comprehensive tutorial including troubleshooting.


	About This Book

	
		Achieve high scores by boosting query time and index time,...
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Ft Guide to Business Start Up 2009 (Financial Times Series)Financial Times Management, 2008

	'A must for any small business owner' Federation of Small Businesses Starting your own business can be a daunting task. The Financial Times Guide to Business Start Up is a comprehensive and trusted guide that will cover every important aspect of your business start up. It offers essential guidance on everything from developing your...
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Reliability, Maintainability and Risk: Practical Methods for EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 1997
'The latest edition of this practical introduction to the basics of reliabilty, maintainability and safety introduces new sections on the accuracy of reliability prediction methods, common cause failures in systems, and expands and updates the descriptions of recent safety standards, in particular ISO 61508 and the use of 'Safety Integrity Levels'...
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